www.oneworldflag.org

An international symbol of diversity
“Honoring the Talents, Abilities and Uniqueness in Each of Us,
as Strengths that can Benefit All of Us”
“... because we have more in common as a world,
than we have differences between nations.”
a “bigger flag to fly”! since 1996 supporters in over 55 countries, and growing
one world kids program speaking engagements Get Involved -- intern/volunteer
Fly the Flag -- flags, shirts, hats, pins, stickers downloadable web icons/banners
“Last Tuesday (Sept. 11) was a big jolt to my way of thinking/seeing the world.
I intend to hang up your One World Flag above my front door as a statement that
September 11, 2001 is not about America’s war against terrorism; it’s about everyone
around the world coming together in peace and love. We have entered a new phase
in human history. There’s no turning back. Old paradigms no longer apply.”
About the Image: Representing sky above and earth below, the circular icon grabs the eye
and pulls our attention to center. Like the familiar “yin-yang” symbol and other mandalas,
it encompasses all, with everything in balance. Placed within a framework of colors
representing the four directions-- as generally agreed upon by Native Americans and many
of the world’s indigenous peoples-- we are called to continually think and act from a
larger perspective. And with the overlapping of these stripes, we are inspired to move
forward-- into a future we have always imagined was possible.

www.oneworldflag.org

www.oneworldflag.org/blog

info@oneworldflag.org
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“Honoring the the Talents,
Abilities, and Uniqueness
in Each of Us,
as Strengths
that can Benefit All of Us.”

“... because we have more
in common as a world,
than we have differences
between nations.”

www.oneworldflag.org
Mission Statement:
Intended to be flown above the flags of individual nations,
the One World Flag calls us to focus on the larger picture—
that we have more in common as a world,
than we have differences between nations.
Within this context, we may then place the utmost value
on the unique qualities of each individual and group.

Hats, 2-tone, heavy-washed
denim with the “broken in” feel
of your favorite hat.
Suggested retail $20.00.

Because the time is now...
For a world without borders;
For heartfelt communication between people of all nations,
without the barriers of language;
For solutions that encompass everyone;
and For a paradigm shift in the minds of us all,
who declare that what has been, serves no more.
The time is now...
for tearing down the walls,
opening our hearts,
and to...

THINK BIGGER!

Shirts, (Adult Sm/Med/L/XL),
Logo on front/Slogan on back.
Fruit of the Loom Lofteez.
Suggested retail $20.00.

“Think Bigger!” Bumper Stickers,
Suggested retail, $2.00.
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Enameled Pins, Sure to be a pin
collector favorite. Doubles as a
tie tack. Suggested retail $4.00.
* order online, or call/email for more info
* shipping-- $7 first item, $1 ea. addl.
item
* wholesale pricing available.
Flags, 3’ x 5’, heavy duty sewn-nylon (no silkscreening), with grommets.
Suggested retail $45.00.

Plaques, Logo/Mission Statement/
Flag description, all in a distinctive
2-tone blue/green frame.
Suggested retail $26.95.
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